EBEL Wave – Diamond Wave Edition
„She smiled and said with an ecstatic air: “It shines like a little diamond.” “What does?” “This moment. It is
round, it hangs in empty space like a little diamond; I am eternal.” ‟
- Jean-Paul Sartre, The Age of Reason
EBEL Shines with Eternal Radiance
Strong and iconic women have forever extolled the virtues of diamonds. From pop-singer Rihanna intoning her
audience to „Shine bright like a diamond‟, to actress Mae West who once quipped that she never „concerned
herself with diets‟; the only „carrots‟ she cared about were the 'number in her diamonds‟, to Marilyn Monroe
who infamously declared „diamonds are a girl‟s best friend‟ – we are all enthralled by this beautiful, precious
stone.
The Jewel in the EBEL „crown‟ of luxury timepieces, the new EBEL Wave Steel and Gold Wave Diamond Dial
is a stunning steel and 18K yellow gold women‟s watch. Its luminous white mother-of-pearl dial is inlaid with
diamonds in an undulating wave design inspired by the collection‟s iconic bracelet with its wave-shaped
links. A breathtaking piece of jewelry in its own right, this beautifully crafted timepiece adorns the wrist as a
sparkling symbol of pure pleasure and happiness.
The EBEL Wave Diamond Dial captivates through its beauty and innate glamour. Refracted light shimmers off
the diamond and mother-of-pearl dial, and gleams off the 18K gold on the case. Brushed and polished, its
smooth and sinuous steel and yellow gold PVD-finished wave-link bracelet wraps sensuously around the wrist.
EBEL believes every woman deserves her red carpet moment, and the new EBEL Wave Diamond Dial brings
sophistication and A-list glamour to any situation.
Elegant, modern and timeless… like diamonds.
THE WAVE REIMAGINED. UNDENIABLY EBEL.

Technical description
EBEL WAVE Lady – Ref. 1216271
Movement:



Quartz Ronda 773

Case:







Material: stainless steel and 18K yellow gold
Finish: alternating brushed/polished
Crystal: sapphire, antireflective underneath
Dimensions: 30.00mm
Thickness: 8.30mm
Water-resistance: 50 meters

Dial:


White mother-of-pearl with diamond-incrusted waves (0.198 cts)

Hands:
 Hour - Minute - Sweep seconds
 Domed, diamond-polished yellow gold-plated hands
 Flat, diamond-polished yellow gold-plated sweep seconds hand
Bracelet:
 Brushed stainless steel with polished yellow gold PVD waves
 EBEL folding clasp

EBEL’s success has been built upon the perfect fusion of technical excellence and a passion for aesthetically daring and

timeless, distinctive design. The Wave reimagined is undeniably EBEL. A passion for innovation and excellence in watch design
has always been at the heart of the EBEL brand. EBEL was founded by husband and wife Eugene Blum and Alice Levy, in La
Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland in 1911. Since its inception, EBEL has remained true to their core values, manufacturing fine
Swiss watches that marry technical expertise and distinctive style. Renowned today for its iconic bracelet design with signature
wave-shaped links, EBEL continues to create timepieces that embody luxury and contemporary elegance with subtle, yet
exquisite detail.
Movado Group, Inc. designs, manufactures, and distributes Movado, EBEL, Concord, HUGO BOSS, Lacoste, Juicy Couture,
Tommy Hilfiger, and Scuderia Ferrari brand watches worldwide.

